Degrees of Glory – Joseph Smith
In the resurrection of the body (body and spirit made whole), they are assigned to different degrees of
glory commensurate with the law they have obeyed. Many will not be aware of these consciousness
differences unless they have obtained the higher ones, since they will only be able to understand once
they have met all of the requirements within those higher consciousness realms to live fully within all of
them. Those not utilizing their multi-dimensional bodies will only believe a person exists within one
realm only. Therefore, they are still residing within the dark without enough light. A person must
experience this for true understanding.
There are three (3) kingdoms of glory:
(1) the celestial (5th dimension unity Christ Consciousness – All who attain this kingdom “shall dwell in
the presence of God and his Christ forever and ever”- higher consciousness).
The celestial kingdom will be the residence of those who have been righteous, accepted the teachings of
Jesus Christ, and made and lived up to all of the required ordinances and covenants. They have made
their quantum shift during their physical life. The celestial kingdom is the permanent residence of God
the Father and Jesus Christ.
(2) the terrestrial (4th dimension unity and duality consciousness)
Those who will inhabit the terrestrial kingdom include those who lived respectably but “were blinded by
the craftiness of men” and thus rejected the fullness of the gospel of Jesus Christ when it was presented
to them during their mortal lives.
(3) telestial (3rd dimension duality consciousness “dead in Christ” – lower consciousness).
Those who will inhabit the telestial kingdom include those “who received not the gospel of Christ, nor
the testimony of Jesus.” It will also include “liars, and sorcerers, and adulterers, and whoremongers, and
whosoever loves and makes a lie. These are the people who are immersed into their 3rd dimensional
reality only and have not pursued any type of spirituality in a meaningful way to expand their knowledge
outside of their intellect.
The apostle Paul spoke of three glories, differing from one another as the sun, moon, and stars differ in
brilliance.
(this all occurs after spiritual rebirth and personal judgment while in a resurrected physical body through
a person’s achieved level of consciousness whether a person is aware of it or not (spiritually alive or
“dead” during life)).
Final end times judgment occurs later after all have been exposed and preached to about the Gospel in
some way.

